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FEATURING
Season 3 of the Change Cultivators podcast features co-hosts Patrick Fitzmaurice and Rozzyn Boy chatting to some 

inspiring change activators from around the globe - who share their proven insight and experience to help you navigate, 
activate and cultivate change in this disruptive era. Produced by Gareth Hosking, the show comes with one promise, 

“TO MAKE YOU A BETTER ACTIVATOR AND LEADER OF CHANGE”.
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NEIL PATELVINOD KUMAR



THE SHOW TEAM 
We are passionate about helping you 
navigate, activate and cultivate change to 
thrive in the new era of constant disruption. 

The Change Cultivators podcast not only 
brings you proven insights from leading 
change cultivators around the globe, but it is 
produced, hosted and published by an 
experienced and energetic team, that’s us :)

Get in touch
social@changecultivators .com

Gareth Hosking
Producer

Rozzyn Boy
Host

Patrick Fitzmaurice
Host

Wesley Klopper
Technical 

Leanne Kelly
Content

https://changecultivators.com/about-patrick/
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https://changecultivators.com/about-wesley/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leanne-kelly-750727201/


SEASON 3
SERIES REVIEW



Creating a culture 
for change

We kick off our third season talking to the highly respected Vinod Kumar 
– CEO of Vodafone Business and an accomplished leader in the 
telecoms industry – who has driven massive turnaround projects.

Amongst other things, Vinod shares his insight and experience on:
– Why he loves change
– How he has been dealing with change in disruptive times
– The role tech is playing in change– How culture will always eat
   strategy for breakfast, lunch, and dinner
– The frog and elephant in the room

S3 - Episode 1

Listen to the podcast here

“The Frog and the 
Elephant.”

3 insights

Links and resources

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/02/vinod-kumar-creating-a-culture-for-change/


INSIGHT  1

Culture eats strategy for 

breakfast, lunch & dinner.

A healthy organizational culture 

is vital and leaders should work 

on it explicitly and constantly, 

recognizing that it evolves over 

time. The main pillars of this 

culture should be authenticity 

and mutual respect.

INSIGHT 2

Create fellowship around 

change.

The journey to this fellowship 

entails the establishment of 

common purpose and trust 

among all members of the team 

concerned. 

INSIGHT 3

Lead through disruption rather 

than react to disruption.

See disruption as an ally that 

can help you get where you 

want to be faster than you 

would have. Lean into it and 

leverage it for growth.

3 KEY INSIGHTS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/02/vinod-kumar-creating-a-culture-for-change/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

Vodafone Business
LinkedIn

RESOURCES

BOOK - Positive Intelligence
Amazon

INFORMATION

Vinod Kumar
Linkedin Profile

About Vinod Kumar
Vodafone Website

https://www.linkedin.com/company/vodafone-business/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vodafone-business/
https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Intelligence-Individuals-Achieve-Potential/dp/1608322785
https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Intelligence-Individuals-Achieve-Potential/dp/1608322785
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinodvb/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinodvb/
https://www.vodafone.com/business/why-vodafone/about-us/meet-the-team/vinod-kumar
https://www.vodafone.com/business/why-vodafone/about-us/meet-the-team/vinod-kumar


Unlock design 
potential in every 
human being

In this episode, we speak with entrepreneur and change maker, 

Neil Patel. Neil has a long history in tech startups and candidly 

speaks with Change Cultivators about the highs and lows of 

being an entrepreneur – what he has learned over decades of 

leadership and how he is constantly learning and growing – from 

his failures and successes. 

S3 - Episode 2

Listen to the podcast here

“Change doesn’t have 
to be moonshots”

3 insights

Links and resources

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/09/neil-patel-unlock-the-design-potential-in-every-human-being/


INSIGHT 1

Belief isn’t enough

As a leader, it is not enough to 

believe in what you are doing. 

You need to over- 

communicate this belief to 

your teams, along with what 

you will and won’t 

compromise to achieve it.

INSIGHT 2

Builders and runners

Builders thrive in change, whilst 

runners organize chaos and 

make things run smoothly. Both 

are essential in a company.. The 

art lies in knowing when, where 

and how to position them for 

optimal business flow.

INSIGHT 3

Innovation is not a luxury

Work hard to build a culture 

which empowers everyone in 

your organization to think of 

better ways of doing things, no 

matter their role. 

3 KEY NUGGETS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/09/neil-patel-unlock-the-design-potential-in-every-human-being/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

Kabuni
LinkedIn Page

RESOURCES

BOOK - Think and Grow Rich 
Amazon

INFORMATION

Neil Patel
Linkedin Profile

https://www.linkedin.com/company/getkabuni/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/getkabuni/
https://www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331
https://www.amazon.com/Think-Grow-Rich-Landmark-Bestseller/dp/1585424331
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asknimeshpatel/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/asknimeshpatel/


Special Olympics
2022

This episode comes at change from a bit of a different angle, as we 

get to chat with two of the leaders who are bringing the Special 

Olympic games to Orlando, FL in 2022.

Amy Wise, Chief Development and Marketing Officer for the 2022 

USA Special Olympics Games and Meghan McLean, SVP Sports for 

the Games sat down with us to talk how things like the impacts of 

COVID and so much more.

S3 - Episode 3

Listen to the podcast here

“See what’s been done 
before, set it aside and 

then move on!”

3 insights

Links and resources

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/16/amy-wise-meghan-mclean-shattering-stereotypes-special-athlete-olympics/


INSIGHT 1

Draw people in 

Consumers want a 

relationship with a brand, and 

to feel invested in it. Find ways 

to facilitate two-way 

interaction between your 

brand and the people who 

support it.

INSIGHT 2

Focus on your vision and 

purpose

A unifying vision combined with 

a strong, well-articulated 

purpose will rally a team or an 

organization and empower the 

people involved to do their best 

work.

INSIGHT 3

Breaking barriers clears the 

path

As soon as one person or 

team achieves something that 

has never been done before, 

they inspire the imaginations 

of others and open the way for 

them.

3 KEY INSIGHTS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/16/amy-wise-meghan-mclean-shattering-stereotypes-special-athlete-olympics/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

2022 Special Olympics 
Website 

2022 Special Olympics 
Facebook Page

2022 Special Olympics 
Instagram

RESOURCES

1% Better Every Day
Change Cultivators Blog

INFORMATION

Amy Wise
Linkedin Profile

Meghan McLean
LinkedIn Profile

2022 Special Olympics
LinkedIn Page

https://www.2022specialolympicsusagames.org/
https://www.2022specialolympicsusagames.org/
https://www.facebook.com/SpecialOlympicsUSAGames/
https://www.facebook.com/SpecialOlympicsUSAGames/
https://www.instagram.com/specialolympicsusagames/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/specialolympicsusagames/?hl=en
https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/17/better-every-day/
https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/17/better-every-day/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amy-wise/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amy-wise/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/meghan-mclean-87726658/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/meghan-mclean-87726658/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/2022-special-olympics-usa-games/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/2022-special-olympics-usa-games/


Living 
Legendary

Do you start out your workday thinking ‘I am going to be 

Legendary today’?

We got a chance to talk to Tommy about the thinking and 

perspectives he has built into his best-selling book LEGENDARY: A 

SIMPLE PLAYBOOK FOR BUILDING AND LIVING A LEGENDARY 

LIFE.

S3 - Episode 4

Listen to the podcast here

“ be a bit better than 
yesterday – don’t lose 

the day!”

3 insights

Links and resources

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/23/tommy-breedlove-living-legendary/


INSIGHT 1

Make daily improvements

Instead of focusing only on 

lofty end goals, aim to be a 

hair’s breadth better today 

than you were yesterday in 

every facet of your life.

INSIGHT 2

Zone of brilliance

Know what you are really good 

at, and be sure to do that for 1-4 

hours every day. Aim to 

delegate or outsource other 

tasks to achieve this.

INSIGHT 3

Work on your inner game first 

You can’t activate change in 

those around you or in your 

organization at large if your 

personal life is a mess. Break 

change leadership down to 

the personal level. 

3 KEY INSIGHTS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/23/tommy-breedlove-living-legendary/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

Tommy Breedlove
Website 

Tommy Breedlove
Instagram

Tommy Breedlove
YouTube Channel

RESOURCES

BOOK - Legendary: A Simple 
Playbook for Building and Living a 
Legendary Life, and Being 
Remembered as a Legend

INFORMATION

Tommy Breedlove
Linkedin Profile

Meet Tommy
Website 

https://tommybreedlove.com/
https://tommybreedlove.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tommybreedlove/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tommybreedlove/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBFWr-UNFe-Z6eKMVayZfVA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBFWr-UNFe-Z6eKMVayZfVA
https://changecultivators.com/product/legendary-tommy-breedlove/
https://changecultivators.com/product/legendary-tommy-breedlove/
https://changecultivators.com/product/legendary-tommy-breedlove/
https://changecultivators.com/product/legendary-tommy-breedlove/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/legendarybook/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/legendarybook/
https://tommybreedlove.com/#meet-tommy
https://tommybreedlove.com/#meet-tommy


Leading with 
authenticity and 
agility

Henna Inam is an accomplished business leader, a best-selling 
author, a sought after executive coach and a wonderful human 
with a compelling personal story of her career journey.

We got to chat with Henna on her perspectives about leading in 
change. We take a deep dive into a number of ‘hot takes’ from her 
fabulous leadership books, Wired for Disruption and Wired for 
Authenticity.

S3 - Episode 5

Listen to the podcast here

“Working in Gig-like 
Teams is The Future: 

Requires Trust Agility”

3 insights

Links and resources

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/29/henna-inam-leading-with-authenticity-and-agility/


INSIGHT 1

Reimagine leadership

An organization is not a solar 

system with “sun leaders” 

around which the planets of 

the workforce orbit. Rather, it is 

an ecosystem in which every 

part is essential to the whole.

INSIGHT 2

Be a “trust first accelerator”

People become more trusting 

and trustworthy when they 

realize they themselves are 

trusted. Show up vulnerable 

and dare to trust your people 

first.  

INSIGHT 3

Cultivate presence

Learn to be “here right now”. 

This will invite flow and 

synchronicity into your 

leadership approach.

3 KEY INSIGHTS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/03/29/henna-inam-leading-with-authenticity-and-agility/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

Wired for Authenticity 
Assessment

Wired for Disruption
Assessment

The Neuroscience of Effective 
Coaching with Richard Boyotzis
Podinar

RESOURCES

Book - Wired for Disruption
Amazon

Book - Wired for Authenticity
Amazon

Book - Love 2.0
Amazon

Book - Untamed
Amazon

INFORMATION

Henna Inam
Linkedin Profile

About Henna Inam
Website 

https://transformleaders.tv/assessments/
https://transformleaders.tv/assessments/
https://transformleaders.tv/wiredfordisruption/
https://transformleaders.tv/wiredfordisruption/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hocz2K42MfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hocz2K42MfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hocz2K42MfY
https://www.amazon.com/Wired-Disruption-Shifts-Agility-Future-ebook/dp/B088C468JZ
https://www.amazon.com/Wired-Disruption-Shifts-Agility-Future-ebook/dp/B088C468JZ
https://www.amazon.com/Wired-Authenticity-Seven-Practices-Inspire-ebook/dp/B082YG1B1C/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1JVCWEMHI9ZZE&keywords=wired+for+authenticity&qid=1641956613&s=digital-text&sprefix=wired+for+authenticity%2Cdigital-text%2C374&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Wired-Authenticity-Seven-Practices-Inspire-ebook/dp/B082YG1B1C/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1JVCWEMHI9ZZE&keywords=wired+for+authenticity&qid=1641956613&s=digital-text&sprefix=wired+for+authenticity%2Cdigital-text%2C374&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Love-2-0-Finding-Happiness-Connection-ebook/dp/B008BM0LMG/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2UZX0X1JNI5QF&keywords=love+2.0&qid=1641956764&s=digital-text&sprefix=love+2.0%2Cdigital-text%2C320&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Love-2-0-Finding-Happiness-Connection-ebook/dp/B008BM0LMG/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2UZX0X1JNI5QF&keywords=love+2.0&qid=1641956764&s=digital-text&sprefix=love+2.0%2Cdigital-text%2C320&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Untamed-Glennon-Doyle-ebook/dp/B07VSZTKJ8/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2KJ503S8BB3HW&keywords=untamed&qid=1641957102&s=digital-text&sprefix=untame%2Cdigital-text%2C458&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Untamed-Glennon-Doyle-ebook/dp/B07VSZTKJ8/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2KJ503S8BB3HW&keywords=untamed&qid=1641957102&s=digital-text&sprefix=untame%2Cdigital-text%2C458&sr=1-1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hennainam/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hennainam/
https://transformleaders.tv/about-2/#:~:text=Henna%20Inam%20is%20a%20leadership,dynamic%2C%20fast%2Dpaced%20workplace.
https://transformleaders.tv/about-2/#:~:text=Henna%20Inam%20is%20a%20leadership,dynamic%2C%20fast%2Dpaced%20workplace.


Be a game 
changer

Sophie is the founder and spokesperson for the WIL Forum, the first 
platform for business women leaders in the Middle East and Asia. 
Based in Dubai for over a decade, she is the co-author of award 
winner ‘Game Changers: How Women in the Arab World Are 
Changing the Rules and Shaping the Future’, published in May 2016.

Most recently co-founder of EVE list, a social enterprise measuring 
the state of gender equity in the workplace.

S3 - Episode 6

Listen to the podcast here

3 insights

Links and resources

“Ask the silly questions 
without shame.”

https://unsplash.com/photos/xcgh5_-QIXc
https://changecultivators.com/2021/04/06/sophie-le-ray-be-a-game-changer/


INSIGHT 1

Educate yourself

There is no shame in asking 

questions and coming to 

terms with an important topic 

that you know nothing about.

INSIGHT 2

Treat big change like a product 

launch

Meaningful change only 

happens when it is led by a 

company’s top executives, 

allocated resources, assigned 

KPIs, and guided by a specialist

INSIGHT 3

Make sure that actions lead to 

impact

Don’t satisfy yourself that 

holding an event or a meeting 

solves a problem. Find a way 

to measure whether your 

efforts are producing the fruit 

of desired change..

3 KEY INSIGHTS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes

https://changecultivators.com/2021/04/06/sophie-le-ray-be-a-game-changer/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

EVE List
Website 

WIL Forum
LinkedIn Page

EVE List
LinkedIn Page

RESOURCES

Book - Half the Sky
Amazon

Book - Lean In
Amazon

Book - Integrity
Amazon

INFORMATION

Sophie Le Ray
Linkedin Profile

About Sophie Le Ray
EVE List Website 

https://evelist.org/about-eve/
https://evelist.org/about-eve/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/women-in-leadership-forum/?originalSubdomain=fr
https://www.linkedin.com/company/women-in-leadership-forum/?originalSubdomain=fr
https://www.linkedin.com/company/evelist/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/evelist/
https://www.amazon.com/Half-Sky-Oppression-Opportunity-Worldwide/dp/0307387097
https://www.amazon.com/Half-Sky-Oppression-Opportunity-Worldwide/dp/0307387097
https://www.amazon.com/Lean-Women-Work-Will-Lead/dp/0385349947
https://www.amazon.com/Lean-Women-Work-Will-Lead/dp/0385349947
https://www.amazon.com/Integrity-Courage-Meet-Demands-Reality/dp/006084969X
https://www.amazon.com/Integrity-Courage-Meet-Demands-Reality/dp/006084969X
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sleray/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sleray/
https://evelist.org/about-eve/sophie-leray-bio/
https://evelist.org/about-eve/sophie-leray-bio/


Speaking the 
unspoken rules 
of leadership

Business consultant, author, keynote speaker, and TV commentator (as 
seen on CNN, Headline News, and others!) Jamie Turner joined us to 
talk leadership.  Jamie is a student of leadership, and through his work, 
he has compiled and documented a list of tips that any leader can 
benefit from.

We focused on his newest e-book, titled THE UNSPOKEN RULES OF 
LEADERSHIP, HOW TO LEAD YOURSELF AND THOSE AROUND YOU.  It 
is a fast-paced read and filled with great lessons, which Jamie says he 
has observed & learned the hard way — through mistakes & failure!

S3 - Episode 7

Listen to the podcast here

3 insights

Links and resources

“Leaders need to 
‘understand their first line 

of code’”

https://changecultivators.com/2021/04/22/jamie-turner-speaking-the-unspoken-rules-of-leadership/


INSIGHT 1

Mindset first, skill set second

What we think leads to our 

actions, and our actions lead 

to our outcomes. Thus, 

fostering a healthy mindset 

should precede the bid to 

expand your skill set.

INSIGHT 2

Turn your painting upside down

Artists in the 17th-19th century 

would break creative ruts by 

turning their work upside down 

to assess it. Purposefully 

disrupting your neural 

pathways catalyses fresh 

perspectives and methods. 

COVID has helped with this.

INSIGHT 3

Complaint to action ratio

Be mindful of the complaint to 

action ratio in yourself and 

your teams. There should be a 

maximum of 1 complaint for 

every 10 actions taken toward 

improving situations.

3 KEY NUGGETS
highlights from the podcast

Listen to the podcast and see show notes here

https://changecultivators.com/2021/04/22/jamie-turner-speaking-the-unspoken-rules-of-leadership/


TOOLS
Short course: 

- Building a purpose lead 
engagement within your teams and 
for your brand

- Cultivating relationships internally 
and externally to succeed

Download E-book: 
What does purpose lead branding really mean 
in action?

Importance of recruitment strategies to 
evaluate and attract talent 

Entrepreneurial mindsets to navigate through  
the fear of change

Repacking yourself as a brand to build your 
strongest currency

Toolkit: retooling your teams through change 
(Caterpillar Farm toolkit  opportunity)

MORE INFORMATION
Useful links and information 

LINKS

Jamie Turner
Website

60 Second Marketer
Blog

RESOURCES

Booklet - The Unspoken Rules of 
Leadership
Free Download

Book - My Life With Earth, Wind 
and Fire
Amazon

INFORMATION

Jamie Turner
Linkedin Profile

https://jamieturner.live/
https://jamieturner.live/
https://60secondmarketer.com/blog/
https://60secondmarketer.com/blog/
https://jamieturner.live/download/
https://jamieturner.live/download/
https://jamieturner.live/download/
https://www.amazon.com/My-Life-Earth-Wind-Fire/dp/0062329154
https://www.amazon.com/My-Life-Earth-Wind-Fire/dp/0062329154
https://www.amazon.com/My-Life-Earth-Wind-Fire/dp/0062329154
https://www.linkedin.com/in/askjamieturner/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/askjamieturner/
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